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Attached is a memo summarizing the recent
decision of INS to treat Northern Mariana

residents as aliens rather than as Citizens --

as they have been for two years -- and how we

incidentsg°tthe decisionreversed.ofFederal _CI_J :n._"
This is only one of an endless stream of

insensitivity toward the -_6_.

territories that span the bureaucracy that
u

generally do not cross your desk. It illus-
trates why it is imperative to have active

White House coordination of policymaking
relative to the insular areas. Because this

view is shared by the agencies, especially
Interior, the Hill and the territories, the
President's territorial message included the

commitment to have "territorial matters among
: the major responsibilities of a senior assis-

tant on my Domestic Policy Staff."

I have also attached a HONOLULU ADVERTISER

article prompted by the NMI immigration flap.
Recounting some of the sorrier chapters in
the record of U.S. administration of Pacific

islands, it effectively conveys insight into

current territorial attitudes. I hope that

you will take the time to read it when you can.

Jeff



THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS H I N GTO N

March 24, 1980

FRoM:MEMORANDUMFOR S_EIZ_STATjEFFREYFARROW _._

SUBJECT: Northern Marianas Citizenship flap

I was among many persons surprised March 9 to read the attached NEW YORK TIMES

article reporting that INS had stripped Northern Mariana Islands residents of

their two year old status as U.S. Citizens. We were, of course, no more sur-

prised than were Governor Cam cho and his people who also were given no warning
of the policy change.

The article was inaccurate in reporting that N.M.I. residents have been Citizens

since approval of the Covenant. They remain Trust Territory Citizens until

termination of the trusteeship. Ha_=ver, since January 1978 they have been
treated as U.S. Citizens based on INS' initial understanding of the Covenant.

Apparently in September of that year INS realized it had made a mistake. But

it wasn't until Januazy of this year that it decided it should reverse its
practice.

After being contacted by the Governor, and subsequently by several others, I
contacted John Shenefield's office at Justice to express these concerns:

i. The INS action violated at least the spirit the Covenant provision re-

quiring consultation on major policy changes in the relationship;

2. The Assistant Secretary of Interior who is to be the Administration's lead
official on territorial issues was not consulted;

3. The INS action seemed to contradict the President's Territorial Message
cammitments; and

4. INS handling was a had signal to the other three Micronesian entities at a
critical stage in our negotiations with them.

Justice had just became aware of the INS action and was also concerned. I

requested that they devise an expedited resolution of the problem in cooperation

with Interior, encc_passing a short-term reversal of the action, if possible,
as well as a long-term _olution.



Based upon my assurances to him that there was no _t-subverting intent
involved, Governor Cam cho held up: legal action and treatment of U.S.
Citizens as aliens.

Thursday Shenefield wrote a letter of apology to Governor Camacho and Friday

__I INS Acting Ccmnissioner David Crossland reversed his January decision. N.M.I

citizens will now only need to carry N.M.I. papers to be treated as U.S.
Citizens.




